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Abstract
Background
Long COVID has appeared as a significant global health issue and is an extra burden to the healthcare system. It affects a considerable number of people throughout the globe. However, substantial research gaps have been noted in understanding the mechanism and genomic landscape during the long COVID infection. A study has aimed to identify the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in long COVID patients to fill the gap.

Methods
We used the RNA-seq GEO dataset acquired through the GPL20301 Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform. The dataset contains 36 human samples derived from PBMC (Peripheral blood mononuclear cells). Thirty-six human samples contain 13 non-long COVID individuals’ samples and 23 long COVID individuals’ samples, considered the first direction analysis. Here, we performed two-direction analyses. In the second direction analysis, we divided the dataset gender-wise into four groups: the non-long COVID male group, the long COVID male group, the non-long COVID female group, and the long COVID female group.

Results
In the first analysis, we found no gene expression. In the second analysis, we identified 250 DEGs. During the DEG profile analysis of the non-long COVID male group and the long COVID male group, we found three upregulated genes: IGHG2, IGHG4, and MIR8071–2. Similarly, the analysis of the non-long COVID female group and the long COVID female group reveals eight top-ranking genes. It also indicates the gender biases of differentially expressed genes among long COVID individuals. We found several DEGs involved in PPI and co-expression network formation. Similarly, cluster enrichment and gene list enrichment analysis were performed, suggesting several genes are involved in different biological pathways or processes.

Conclusions
This study will help better understand the gene expression landscape in long COVID. However, it might help the discovery and development of therapeutics for long COVID.
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